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a b s t r a c t
We prove that, if (C[a, b], {An}) is an approximation scheme and {An} satisfies the de
La Vallée Poussin Theorem, there are examples of real-valued continuous functions on
[a, b], analytic on (a, b], which are ‘‘poorly approximable’’ by the elements of {An}. This
illustrates the thesis that the smoothness conditions guaranteeing that a function is ‘‘well
approximable’’ must be ‘‘global’’. The failure of smoothness at endpoints may result in an
arbitrarily slow rate of approximation.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Motivation
Since the work by Bernstein [1] and Jackson [2] in approximation theory it has been accepted that there is a strong
relationship between the smoothness properties of a function and the rate of decay to zero of the sequences of errors
of best uniform polynomial approximation

E

f ,

n

. Indeed, this connection between smoothness and the order of
convergence to zero of a sequence of best approximation errors holds for many other approximation schemes such as
rational approximation, spline approximation, etc. There are many papers and monographs devoted to showing this
claim in its many distinct cases (see, for example, [3, Chapter 7] and [4], to mention just two beautiful references where
this philosophy is neatly shown). In particular, if the approximation scheme (X, {An}) satisfies both Jackson’s inequality
E(f , An) ≤ Cn−r |f |Y , (f ∈ Y ) and Bernstein’s inequality |an|Y ≤ Cnr∥an∥X , (an ∈ An), for n = 0, 1, . . . , with respect to a
quasi-semi-normed proper subspace Y of X , the approximation space Aαq (X, {An}) =

x ∈ X :

(n+ 1)α− 1q E(x, An)

∈ ℓq

coincides with the interpolation space (X, Y )α/r,q for 0 < α < r and 0 < q ≤ ∞, which is usually viewed as a smoothness
space (see [3, Chapter 7, Theorem 9.1] for a proof of this result). Another well known result which is usually understood
as a proof of the strong relationship that exists between smoothness of functions and the order of decay to zero of best
approximation errors is Bernstein’s characterization of the continuous functions on [−1, 1]which result from the restriction
of an analytic function on the interior of the ellipse
Eρ =

1
2

ρ + 1
ρ

cos θ,
1
2

ρ − 1
ρ

sin θ

: θ ∈ [0, 2π ]

,
as those functions f ∈ C[−1, 1] such that lim supn→∞ E

f ,

n
 1
n = 1
ρ
.
In this short note we prove that, if (C[a, b], {An}) is an approximation scheme and {An} satisfies the de La Vallée
Poussin Theorem, there are examples of real-valued continuous functions on [a, b], analytic on (a, b], which are ‘‘poorly
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approximable’’ by the elements of the approximation scheme {An}. This illustrates the thesis that the smoothness conditions
guaranteeing that a function is ‘‘well approximable’’ must be, at least in these cases, ‘‘global’’. The failure of smoothness at
endpointsmay result in an arbitrarily slow rate of approximation. A result of this kind,which is highly nonconstructive, based
on different arguments, and applicable to different approximation schemes,was recently proved by Almira andOikhberg [5].
2. The main result
Let us start by recalling what an approximation scheme is.
Definition 2.1 (See, for example, [6,7]). Let (X, ∥ · ∥) be a quasi-Banach space, and let {0} = A0 ⊂ A1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An ⊂ · · · ⊂ X
be an infinite chain of subsets of X , where all inclusions are strict. We say that (X, {An}) is an approximation scheme (or that
{An} is an approximation scheme in X) if:
(i) There exists a map K : N→ N such that K(n) ≥ n and An + An ⊆ AK(n) for all n ∈ N.
(ii) λAn ⊂ An for all n ∈ N and all scalars λ.
(iii)

n∈N An is a dense subset of X .
A particular example is a linear approximation scheme, arising when the sets An are linear subspaces of X . In this setting, we
can take K(n) = n. An approximation scheme is called non-trivial if X ≠ ∪n An.
Definition 2.2. The vector space A ⊂ C[a, b] is named Haar on [a, b] if dim A = n and the only element from A which has
more than n− 1 zeros is the null function.
Definition 2.3. Let (C[a, b], {An}) be an approximation scheme. We say that {An} satisfies the de La Vallée Poussin Theorem
if there exists a function φ{An} : N→ N, φ{An}(n) = mn, such that, if f ∈ C[a, b] and a ≤ tn,0 < tn,1 < · · · < tn,mn ≤ b satisfy
sign(f (tn,k)f (tn,k+1)) = −1 for all k and min0≤k<mn |f (tn,k)| > εn, then E(f , An) ≥ εn.
The classical de La Vallée Poussin Theorem [8] (see also [3, page 74, Theorem 5.2]) appears when (C[a, b], {An}) is a
linear approximation scheme, mn = dim An, and each An is Haar. More examples of approximation schemes satisfying the
de La Vallée Poussin Theorem appear in connection with rational approximation. Indeed, {nk}, {mk} → +∞ are a pair of
increasing sequences of natural numbers, Rn,m denotes the set of rational functions r(t) = p(t)/q(t) with poles outside
[a, b] and deg(p) ≤ n, deg(q) ≤ m, and the approximation scheme (C[a, b], {Rnk,mk}∞k=0) satisfies the de La Vallée Poussin
Theorem [9, Theorem 98]. Finally, it is an easy exercise to check that if the approximation scheme (C[a, b], {An}) satisfies the
de La Vallée Poussin Theorem with φ{An}(n) = mn and we denote byΣn{An} the set of splines with n free knots constructed
with the elements of An then (C[a, b], {Σn{An}}) satisfies the de La Vallée Poussin Theoremwith φ{Σn{An}}(n) = (n+ 1)2mn.
Recall that f ∈ Σn{An} if and only if there exists a partition a = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn < b = tn+1 such that f (t) = n−1k=0
ak(t)χ[tk,tk+1)(t)+ ak(t)χ[tn,tn+1](t) for some a0, a1, . . . an ∈ An. Here, χI denotes the characteristic function associated with
the interval I .
Theorem 2.4. Let us assume that 0 < α < β and let [a, b] = [0, 1] or [a, b] = [α, β]. Let (C[a, b], {An}) be an approximation
scheme such that {An} satisfies the de La Vallée Poussin Theorem with φ{An}(n) = mn. Let {εn}∞n=0 ∈ c0 be a non-increasing
sequence of positive numbers converging to zero. Then there exists f ∈ C[a, b] such that f is real analytic on (a, b] and
E(f , An) ≥ εn for all n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Proof. Let us first consider the case [a, b] = [0, 1]. The result is trivial if {εn} is stationary, so we can assume that εn > 0 for
all n ∈ N. Let p : R→ R be the continuous polygonal line with vertices {(n, p(n))}n∈Z defined by:
(i) p(t) is an even function, p(0) = p(1) = · · · = p(m0 − 1) = 3ε0.
(ii) p(m0 +m1 + · · · +mn + k) = 3εn+1 for all n ∈ N and k = 0, 1, . . . ,mn+1 − 1.
It follows from Carleman’s Theorem [10] (see also [11, Chapter 1, Theorem 4.3]) that there exists an entire function e(t) such
that e(R) ⊂ R and supt∈R |p(t) − e(t)| ≤ p(t)3 . Hence e([0,m0 − 1]) ⊆ (ε0, 5ε0) and, for n ∈ N, e([m0 + · · · + mn,m0 +
· · · + mn+1 − 1)) ⊆ (εn+1, 5εn+1). Let us set f (0) = 0 and, for t ∈ (0, 1], f (t) = e
 1
t

cos
 2π
t

. This is our function.
Obviously, f is analytic on (0, 1] and continuous on [0, 1]. To prove that E(f , An) ≥ εn it is enough to take into account
that An satisfies the de La Valleé Poussin Theorem with φ{An}(n) = mn and, by construction, there exists an ordered set of
points 1m0+m1+···+mn−1 ≤ tn,0 < tn,1 < · · · < tn,mn ≤ 1m0+m1+···+mn−1 such that sign(f (tn,k)f (tn,k+1)) = −1 for all k and
min0≤k<mn |f (tn,k)| > εn. This ends the proof for [a, b] = [0, 1]. If 0 < a < b, the arguments above show that E(g, An) ≥ εn
for all n, where g(t) = f  t−ab−a . 
Remark 2.5. The same kind of phenomenon also holds in different situations for higher dimensions. To prove this claim,
let (C([−1, 1]s), {An}∞n=0) be an approximation scheme such that, for each k ∈ {1, . . . , s} and a = (a1, . . . , as) ∈ [−1, 1]s,
the sets Bak,n = {g(x) = F(a1, . . . , ak−1, x, ak+1, . . . , as) : F ∈ An} form an approximation scheme in C[0, 1] and (C[0, 1],
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{Bak,n}∞n=0) satisfies the de La Vallée Poussin Theorem with φ{Bak,n}(n) = mn. These approximation schemes are easy to find.
For example, for s = 2 we can take
An = Πn[x, y] :=

P(x, y) =

0≤i,j≤i+j≤n
aijxiyj : aij ∈ R for all i, j

or
An =

P(x, y)/Q (x, y) : P,Q ∈ Πn[x, y] and Q (a, b) ≠ 0 for all (a, b) ∈ [−1, 1]2

.
Then, given a non-increasing sequence {εn} ∈ c0 we choose f ∈ C[0, 1] as in Theorem 2.4 and define F(x1, . . . , xs) = f (x21+
x22+· · ·+ x2s ). This function is continuous on [−1, 1]s and real analytic onΩ = [−1, 1]s \ {0}, where 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Rs
(see [12, Proposition 2.2.8]). Moreover, h(x) = f (x2) also satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2.4 since the change of x
to the new variable x2 does not eliminate the oscillations of f . Hence, for each n ∈ N and k ∈ {1, . . . , s}, we have that
E(F , An)C([−1,1]s) ≥ E(F(0, . . . , 0, xk, 0, . . . , 0), B0k,n)C[0,1] = E(h, B0k,n)C[0,1] ≥ εn.
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